
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Hola, Ciao, Salut, Alexa! 

SEAT rolls out Amazon Alexa in Spain, Italy and France 

/ SEAT is the first automotive brand in Europe to launch Amazon Alexa in its vehicles 

/ Amazon Alexa, already launched in UK and Germany, is now available for Android 

users in Spain, Italy & France 

/ Cloud-based voice service gives SEAT customers access to host of functionality 

/ Integrating Amazon Alexa allows drivers to optimise time in the car and simplifies 

access to different functions 

/ Safety at the wheel, priority of the brand 

 

Martorell, 05/11/2018  SEAT, the first automotive brand in Europe to roll out Amazon Alexa, 

-based voice service, launches today the service in Spanish and Italian, and 

in French as of Monday November 12th, giving customers access to a host of functions 

accessible through simple voice commands. 

 

As our lives become increasingly busy, bringing Amazon Alexa into the car means customers 

can optimise their time behind the wheel; whether its managing their personal schedule, 

playing music, navigating to points of interest, requesting personalised news or finding the 

nearest SEAT dealership. 

 

The SEAT Media Control with Amazon Alexa app not only increases the amount of 

functionality available in the car, but also simplifies access to those key functions. All users 

need to do is press the control button on the steering wheel and speak. 

 

Launched in 2014, Amazon Alexa now has more than 50,000 skills thanks to the Alexa Skills 

Kit (ASK), which encourages developers to continually expand and evolve the  

capabilities. 

 

Luca de Meo, president of SEAT said Customers in the UK and Germany have enjoyed using 

Alexa to optimise their time in the car and simplify access to certain features in the safest 

way. We are excited to extend that functionality to customers in Spain, Italy & France, 

enabling those with a compatible vehicle to check the weather, play music, and more just 

 

 

Services are already available in Germany and the UK, and from this moment, in Spain, Italy 

and France for the Ibiza, Arona, Leon, Ateca  and the new Tarraco via the Android SEAT Media 

Control with Amazon Alexa app. Simply download SEAT Media Control with  Amazon Alexa 

from the Play Store, connect it to the vehicle and the voice service is ready to use. 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Safety comes first  

As functionality and connectivity levels in the car increase, SEAT aims to find a balance 

between usability and safety. Introducing Amazon Alexa helps to maintain that balance and 

guarantee a safer ecosystem for drivers. With just a tap of the steering wheel, customers can 

ask Alexa for music, points of interest and much more all while keeping their hands on the 

wheel and eyes on the road. 

 

SEAT, front-runner in connected car  

navigation systems and the first brand to offer Full 

Link Technology compatible with iOS and Android devices across its full range of models.  

 

In this sense Telefónica and SEAT have also recently presented the first use case of assisted 

driving via 5G mobile network in a real setting in Segovia, Spain. The pilot test showed how 

. 

 

The company has taken another step forward by becoming the first brand in Europe to 

incorporate Amazon Alexa, expanding its digital capabilities and connectivity offerings as the 

brand continues to be a frontrunner in the connected vehicle space in Europe.  

 

SEAT is an automotive company with headquarters in Martorell (Barcelona). A member of the Volkswagen Group, it 

is present in over 80 countries and exports 80% of its vehicle production. In 2017, SEAT obtained an after tax 

profit of 281 million euros, sold close to 470,000 vehicles and achieved a record turnover of more than 9.5 billion 

euros. 

 

The multinational is engaged in a global digitalisation process to promote mobility of the future and new business 

opportunities. SEAT aims to combine the best processes and structures of a major company with the agility and 

flexibility of a start-up.  

 

European technological hub of reference, and the subsidiary XMOBA, which aims to identify, develop and 

commercialise new Smart mobility services. The company also offers the latest connectivity technology in its 

vehicle line-  
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